
Schedule patterns allow you to complete a schedule with pre-defined patterns or rotations including shifts, 
pay codes, and teammates availability. Patterns can be assigned to a single Teammate, Multiple 
Teammates,  or Schedule Groups. 

Scheduler Job Aid: Schedule Patterns

1Workforce Dimensions

1. Select one (1) or multiple teammates in the Schedule who you want to apply the 
same Schedule Pattern to.

2. Either Double-click or Right-click on the teammate, then click Schedule Pattern

Note: There are multiple ways to determine if a pattern is being applied to 
multiple teammates. Please double-check you are applying a Schedule 
Pattern to the correct teammates. 

Multiple teammates 
selected in the 
schedule: 

The number of selected 
teammates displays 
within the in right-click 
menu box:

Number of selected 
teammates displays 
in Schedule Pattern 
menu:
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Creating, Modifying, & Deleting Schedule Patterns

Creating a Schedule Pattern



3. Specify a Pattern Start Date. 

4. End Date will default to Forever, if you select Specify Date, you can choose an end date to end 
the pattern when necessary or if the teammate only need to work a certain pattern for a certain 
timeframe.

5. Define Pattern for length of the cycle to repeat, Week(s) or Day(s).

6. Choose Override Other Patterns if the pattern should override any shifts or pay codes that are part 
of another schedule pattern. If you do not override, the new Schedule Pattern will be applied in 
addition to all previous patterns. 

Scheduler Job Aid: Schedule Patterns
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Note: Shifts created manually (not part of a 
pattern) are NEVER overwritten by a Schedule 
Pattern. 
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7. Click in the day of the week Cell(s) and Type in the appropriate Shift Start and End time. You can 
also right-click on a day and select Insert Shift Template. You can also use the Shift Template and 
Pattern Template Quick Action Tools to quickly add a schedule pattern. 

8. Define Availability Patterns by right-clicking on a Cell and select Edit Availability. You can also 
select multiple cells using shift-click or ctrl-click to edit availability for all selected cells. 

9. Add appropriate patterned pay codes by right-clicking and selecting Add Paycode. 

10. When finished, click Apply to create the schedule pattern. 

11. Save your schedule
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1. Open the Schedule Pattern for the teammate(s) you 
would like to Edit by right-clicking on their name and 
selecting Schedule Pattern.

2. The Pattern Table will display showing the Name of 
each Schedule Pattern the teammate has access to. 
Click on the tab of the Schedule Pattern that needs 
editing and click the drop-down arrow icon. Select 
Edit

3. The Edit Pattern reading pane will display. Choose 
one option:

4. Update the Patterned Shifts, Pay Codes, and 
Availability, where needed.

4. Click Apply to save the new Schedule Pattern

5. Save your schedule

1. Open the Schedule Pattern for the teammate(s) 
you would like to Delete a Schedule Pattern for by 
right-clicking on their name and selecting 
Schedule Pattern.

2. The Pattern Table will display showing the Name 
of each Schedule Pattern the teammate has 
access to. Click on the tab of the Schedule Pattern 
that needs deleting  and click the drop-down arrow 
next to the date. Select Delete.

3. Click Apply to save.

Note: You cannot delete or rename a schedule pattern 
that extends through locked or signed-off days. Instead 
of deleting these patterns, apply an end date that is that 
first day of the current pay period and not signed off. 
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Editing a Schedule Pattern

 Modify As of Date - Ends the Current 
Pattern and begins the modified pattern as 
of the Date you specify. 

 Overwrite Pattern - Remove the Current 
Pattern from and replaces it with the 
modified pattern. 

Deleting a Schedule Pattern


